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Customer Reviews

Usually I am extremely satisfied with my rentals but this came with writing all over the inside. Let’s put it this way, the person was no Tom Riddle, because the notes were mostly incorrect which completely ruined all expectations I had about being a first year student, the dark wizard who may have owned this title and finding books that are vandalized. Then again community college only feels like Hogwarts when I pay my tuition. Either way... 4 stars because it’s usable.

Exactly what I needed for class and is cheaper than the school bookstore.

As much as I have to carry it around, I wish I was hardback. However, it's exactly what I need for classes. Processing and shipping were speedy and expected.

A school book a needed I got a little cheaper here. Always great!

No warning about torn pages. Some labs are completely missing :

Very good book with lots of info, explains it thoroughly.

Smooth transaction and book was exactly what I wanted!!